In this paper an origin-shifted algorithm for matrix eigenvalues based on Frobenius-like form of matrix and the quasi-Routh array for polynomial stability is given. First, using Householder's transformations, a general matrix A is reduced to upper Hessenberg form. Secondly, with scaling strategy, the originshifted Hessenberg matrices are reduced to the Frobenius-like forms. Thirdly, using quasi-Routh array, the Frobenius-like matrices are determined whether they are stable. Finally, we get the approximate eigenvalues of A with the largest real-part. All the eigenvalues of A are obtained with matrix deflation. The algorithm is numerically stable. In the algorithm, we describe the errors of eigenvalues using two quantities, shiftedaccuracy and satisfactory-threshold. The results of numerical tests compared with QR algorithm show that the origin-shifted algorithm is fiducial and efficient for all the eigenvalues of general matrix or for all the roots of polynomial.
Introduction
Between 1958 and 1965 the QR algorithm was developed by Rutishauser and Francis [1] [2] [3] 9, 10] . Since then there is no significant advance on algorithm for all the eigenvalues of a general real matrix A. The QR algorithm based on power method and unitary transformations is a numerically stable method with 2-degree speed of convergence. Suppose H is an upper Hessenberg matrix, then O(n 2 ) flops are required for each iterative step, from H k to H k+1 . In order to get one or two eigenvalues with very high accuracy, the QR algorithm needs a great many and random iterative steps. Moreover, the backward error of QR algorithm is proportional to number of iterative steps, see [10] . If there are many multiple-eigenvalues or many eigenvalues with a small module, then all the power methods, inverse power method and QR algorithm may bring about difficulty of computation and give a non-fiducial solution, see, for example, [4] .
On the other hand, finding roots of the eigenpolynomial in root-distributed theory, see, for example, [8] , all the iterations are only origin-shifted transformations in an interval with the length
Scaling strategy for Frobenius-like matrix
Using stabilized elementary transformations or Householder's transformations, we can reduce a general real-matrix A to upper Hessenberg form, the reduction is numerically stable for initial perturbation and rounding errors, see [5, 10] .As the QR algorithm did, let A be an upper Hessenberg matrix A = ⎛ ⎜ ⎜ ⎜ ⎜ ⎝ a 1,1 a 1,2 · · · a 1,n−1 a 1,n h 2 a 2,2 · · · a 2,n−1 a 2,n · · · a n−1,n−1 a n−1,n h n a n,n
We denote the off-diagonal elements a r+1,r by h r+1 and, without loss of any generality, we may assume that h i = 0 (i = 2, . . . , n). The matrix having the form That is, the scaling coefficients p i (i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1) of eigenpolynomial are interested in Frobenius-like form.
Wilkinson's numerical stability is specific to problems where rounding errors are the dominant form of errors. The term numerical stability has different meanings in other areas. An algorithm for computing y = f (x) is called numerically stable if, for any x, it produces a computedŷ with a small absolute error |ŷ − y|, whereŷ = f (x + x) for some small x. The definition of 'small' will be context-dependent. In general, a given problem has several methods for solution, some of which are numerically stable and some not. According to the definition of numerical stability, the known pivoting strategy can ensure that the absolute error estimation of multiplication is not greater than that of addition. That is, an algorithm is numerically stable if the pivoting strategies are adopted in each multiplication, see [5, 10] . When the pivoting strategy of multiplication cannot be achieved, we may consider another strategy, which may be called scaling strategy, namely, we may adopt the pivoting strategy for a computed product. If the scaling products are available for some computing process, then the scaling strategy is equivalent to the pivoting strategy, see [5] . In order to adopt scaling strategy for the reduction from the Hessenberg matrix (1) to the Frobenius-like form (2), we consider a similar transformation of the matrix (1).
THEOREM 1 The matrix (1) is similar to the matrix given bỹ
where
and a similar matrix of
Upper triangular elements of the matrix (3) are given by
which have rounding errors of continued product. In floating-point computation we have, see [10] ,
where error bounds satisfy strictly in mantissa digits t of computer
. We may regard (1 + ε ij ) as initial relative perturbations of upper triangular elements (4) of the similar matrix (3). Evidently, the bounds of initial relative perturbations are increased with (j − i) because of estimate (5) or (6) . The maximal bound of relative perturbations is given by
If we permit 7-digit binary precision loss for floating-point computation, then computed elements of the similar matrix (3) are acceptable for n ≤ 121 at least. Suppose in (3) of Theorem 1
where θ i and ψ ij are integers, and except number zero, ξ i and η ij satisfy
Then w i,j = 2 ψ ij −β i+1 −···−β j η ij . We select the integers β 2 , β 3 , . . . , β n such that
. . . , β n ≥ max{β n−1 , θ n , φ 2n , . . . , φ n−1,n }.
. Then the following integer inequalities hold in (3)
. . . ; β n ≥ θ n .
After the integers β 2 , . . . , β n are defined by the scaling strategy (7), all the elements of upper Hessenberg matrix (3) are given. Equation (3) is called scaling-matrix of (1).
Using elementary similarity transformations, we can reduce the scaling-matrix (3) to the Frobenius-like form. The reduction consists of (n − 1) major steps; at the beginning of the rth-step the current matrix for case n = 6, r = 3, is given by ⎛ 
The rth-step is as follows.
ALGORITHM 1 For each value of i from 1 to r perform steps (i) and (ii): 
Quasi-Routh array of Frobenius-like matrix
To determine polynomial stability, that is to determine whether the real-part of all the roots of polynomial are less than zero, the Routh array has been already used over 100 years. From the view-point of numerical computation, the Routh array does subtractions by directly using products of two coefficients. And only the Frobenius form of a matrix can produce coefficients of the eigenpolynomial. This makes no scaling strategy use for the Routh array. No attention has been paid to the Frobenius form for matrix stability for many years. Fortunately, the quasi-Routh array for determining polynomial stability can change this situation. We first notice THEOREM 3 The stability of eigenpolynomial (−1) n−1 det (A − λI ) may be determined by (n − 2) ratios (determining coefficients)
where A is the matrix (1) 
Proof See [6] .
Theorems 2 and 3 show that the numerically stable Algorithm 1 may be used for determining the stability of the Hessenberg matrix.
The quasi-Routh array of (2) comes essentially from the (n − 2) ratios (9), see [7] . For oddnumber n = 2m + 1 case (m ≥ 1), the quasi-Routh array
For even-number n = 2m + 2 case (m ≥ 1), the quasi-Routh array
THEOREM 4 Suppose (2) is the Frobenius-like form of the Hessenberg matrix (1) and
p i < 0 (i = 0, . . . , n − 1). Then (1
) is stable if and only if
1 ≥ r i,0 > · · · > r i,m−i > 0 (i = 0, . . . , m − 1) for n = 2m + 1, or 1 ≥ r i,0 > · · · > r i,m−i+1 > 0 (i = 0, . .
. , m)
for n = 2m + 2, where r i,j are computed by equation (10) Proof See [6] and [7] .
Since r 0,0 = 1, Theorems 3 and 4 will ensure that almost all the arithmetic operations of the quasi-Routh array may take place in the interval (0,1]. The computations of (10) or (11) have adopted pivoting strategy, so that the process completing the quasi-Routh array is numerical stable.
Each r i,j in (10) or (11) requires 8 flops at most, so the quasi-Routh array requires (n − 1)(n + 3) or (n − 2)(n + 6) flops at most. In fact, Theorem 4 shows that, in order to determine stability of the matrix (1), it is not necessary to complete the whole quasi-Routh array for most cases. Even without the quasi-Routh array, the ratios (9) can be used for determining many unstable or 'strongly' stable matrices.
Using the error analysis, we may come to the conclusion that the Frobenius-like form and quasi-Routh array can determine the stability of the Hessenberg matrix with high accuracy.
Origin shifts of the Frobenius-like matrix
In order to find the eigenvalues with the largest real-part, we will perform serial origin-shifted transformations with the form F l − sI and their stability determinations on the Frobenius-like form (2) of the matrix (1), where s is a real-number and I is an identity matrix. If F l − (s r + )I is stable while F l − (s r − )I is unstable, where > 0, then the largest real-part of eigenvalues of F l is s r and the accuracy of s r , referred to as shifted-accuracy, is . This accuracy is also considered the shifted-accuracy of eigenvalues with the largest real-part because finding imaginary-parts of the eigenvalue are sufficiently accurate in our algorithm, see [8] .
Using Theorem 1, the matrix F l − sI is similar to its scaling-matrix given bỹ
where w i,n = 2
n are integers which may be defined by the scaling strategy. Using Algorithm 1,F s is reduced to the Frobenius-like form, then, the stability ofF s may be determined with Theorems 2 and 3.
Let L be the bounds of eigenvalues of (2), for example, see [8] ,
And let
When r is big enough, s r is the largest real-part of eigenvalues exactly or approximately for L/2 r ≤ . Therefore, we can get the largest real-part of eigenvalues after r = (log L − log )/ log 2 origin-shifted transformations at most, where y denotes the least integer larger than or equal to y. r is only dependent on L and if the stability is exactly concluded in the shifted-accuracy . 
then s r is (u + 1) multiple real-eigenvalues of the Frobenius-like matrix (13) with the satisfactorythreshold ε, here 0 ≤ u ≤ n − 1, β r n+1 = 0, ε is a very small positive number; and (13) may be deflated by (u + 1) orders. For real-eigenvalue s r , the satisfactory-threshold is an expression of det(F l − s r I ) ≈ 0.
Assume now that the shifted-accuracy is small enough and 2 [7] and [8] , there is an integer l ≥ 0 such that
where r l,j comes from the quasi-Routh array of the Frobenius-like matrix (13). So, for the largest real-part s r of complex-eigenvalue, the shifted-accuracy is an expression of approximately critical-matrix. The imaginary-part η of the complex-eigenvalue is included in all the negative real-roots of the following polynomial b(y),
where, Since m − l = 1 generally in (16), the imaginary-part η of the complex-eigenvalue with the largest real-part s r is as follows, 
The eigenvalues of (18) are the roots of b(y). F l − s r I is critical if and only if (18) has only negative real-eigenvalues, see [8] . In order to find all the eigenvalues of (18) There is another way to avoid the previous special case. Let, in the Gerschgorin's disk theorem,
The real-part of eigenvalues of (1) is larger than L m = 0. The n + 1 order Hessenberg matrix
has the all eigenvalues of (1) and a real-eigenvalue λ = L m . And the real-eigenvalue λ = L m , which may be utilized for checkup of the eigenvalues of (1), is found in last. Now the above discussions can be summarized as a theorem:
THEOREM 5 The largest real-part of eigenvalues of the Frobenius-like matrix (2) may be found by serial origin-shifted transformations and the numerically stable Algorithm 1; the imaginary-parts of the complex-eigenvalue with the largest real-part are found by (16-20) and usually by (17). Suppose (13) is a critical-matrix with a pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues (17).
To deflate (13) by order 2, we consider the following similar matrix of (13), 
Proof Consider det(F r − iηI ), where iη is a purely imaginary eigenvalue of (13). Clearly, using (17) and p
The result of Theorem 6 is in theory. However, for practical computation, we can only expect that max 2
where δ should be a very small positive number which may check up the accuracy of s r and η. If δ > ε, then let ε := δ and determine a real-eigenvalue by (14). Only when (14) does not hold for u = 0, namely |p 0 | < |p r 0 |, s r ± iη is a pair of complex-eigenvalues. The deflated matrix of (13) is still the Frobenius-like form, but the origin of new coordinate plane is shifted to s r . Theorems 5 and 6 may be continually applied to the deflated matrix until the order of the deflated matrix is less than or equal to 2.
Origin-shifted algorithm for matrix eigenvalues
There are two controlling-parameters, shifted-accuracy and satisfactory-threshold ε, in our algorithm. These two parameters are related to each other for different real-matrix A. Generally speaking, the shifted-accuracy is a parameter for stopping the origin shift, and the satisfactorythreshold ε is a parameter for allowing the Frobenius-like matrix deflation. If ε does not match , then it is possible that the origin shift has stopped with L/2 r ≤ , but the Frobenius-like matrix cannot deflate because neither the condition (14) or (15) holds. Therefore we must regulate ε such that it can match , namely, and ε should be automatically selected in the computational process.
At the start, we may select and ε to close in the error bounds 2 −t , where t is mantissa digit of computer, for example, = ε/ min(256, n 2 ) = c 0 2 −t 1 = c 0 2 −52 ≈ c 0 10 −15.6 for t = 53, c 0 = 1. When the origin-shifted accuracy reaches , the algorithm automatically magnifies and ε such that the Frobenius-like matrix may be just deflated. The magnified and ε are the optimal parameter matching original .
The bounds ±c 0 2 −t 1 may be considered zero in Theorems 3 and 4. It is possible that occasionally the condition (14) or (15) holds but L/2 r 2 −t 1 . In this situation, the Frobenius-like matrix may be deflated immediately.
The parameter δ in the inequalities (24) may be used for checking up the accuracy of eigenvalues in the determinant. Clearly δ = ε when the eigenvalue is a real number. However, δ is not ε for the complex-eigenvalue. If δ > ε, then we should give a warning message.
The bounds of eigenvalues L defined by (12) are usually too large for the origin-shifted iterations. Let γ = 1 or other integer in (2) . We may roughly determine the axis of opposite stability to F l by the origin shifts i2 γ , (i = 1, 2, . . . or i = −1, −2, . . .). Suppose F l and F l − j 2 γ I (j > 0 or j < 0) have, first, the opposite stability, then let
and start the iterations for the largest real-part of eigenvalues of
In order to find the largest real-part of eigenvalues of F l − s 0 I , using (25), r = γ + t 1 origin-shifted transformations are required at most. Notice that the reduction from the Hessenberg matrix F l − s 0 I to the Frobenius-like form, using the scaling-matrixF s 0 , needs only 3.5n(n − 1) flops which is much less than the flops of an iterative step in the QR algorithm.
We now describe the origin-shifted algorithm for matrix eigenvalues, Algorithm 2, as follows.
Step 1 Set up n (n ≥ 3) and a general real-matrix A. Using Householder's transformations, reduce A to upper Hessenberg form (1). Let ε := min(256, n 2 )c 0 2 −t 1 and verify h i > ε (i = 2, . . . , n). Get L m in (21), let n := n + 1, replace (1) by (22). Let s r := 0, n := n, s k = 2 t 1 .
Step 2 Let := c 0 2 −t 1 , ε = δ := min(256, n 2 ) .
Step 3 If n < n, then go to Step 5.
Step 4 Using scaling strategy and Algorithm 1, reduce the upper Hessenberg matrix to the Frobenius-like form (2) . If (14) holds, then go to Step 13. If (15) holds, then go to
Step 11.
Step 5 Determine the stability of the Frobenius-like matrix F l using Theorems 3 and 4. If (14) holds for F l , then go to Step 13. If (15) holds for F l , then go to
Step 6 Roughly determine the axis of opposite stability to F l , get s 0 and L according to (25).
Let s r := s r + s 0 , s k := L.
Step 7 Regard the Frobenius-like matrix origin-shifted as F r of (13 (15) is not satisfied for the Frobenius-like form, then magnify and ε such that the Frobenius-like form may be just deflated, and go to
Step 11 or Step 13.
Step 11 According to (15), get l. (l is usually m − 1 or m when n = 2m + 1 or n = 2m + 2.)
According to (16)- (20), find the imaginary-parts ±η of complex-eigenvalues. According to (24), take δ = 2 β 2 +···+β n max{|p 0 |, |2 −β 2 ηp 1 |}. Print n , s r ± η, , ε, δ. If δ ≤ ε, then go to Step 12; else let ε := δ and go to Step 16.
Step 12 Let n := n − 2 and := s k . Get the Frobenius-like matrix deflated by order 2 from (23). If n ≤ 2, then go to 14; else go to Step 2.
Step 13 Let n := n − (u + 1) and := s k . Get the Frobenius-like matrix deflated by order (u+1) from (13). Print n , s r , u + 1, , ε, δ. If n > 2, then go to Step 2.
Step 14 Get 2 or 1 eigenvalue from order 2 or 1 Frobenius-like matrix. Print n , s r + the eigenvalues.
Step 15 Stop.
Step 16 Remark 1 In computation, the inequalities in Theorem 4 should be r i,j > r i,j +1 + 2 −t 1 , and h i (2 ≤ i ≤ n) of (1) has been supposed to satisfy h i > ε or h i < −ε.
Remark 2
In Steps 11 and 12, the Frobenius-like matrix is deflated each time by order 2, even if m − l ≥ 3 in (16).
Remark 3 Algorithm 2 can also find all the eigenvalues of (18).
Correct implementation of the algorithm is dependent upon the determination for stability of the Frobenius-like matrix. If the error Frobenius-like form of some matrix leads to mistaken determination of stability, then the algorithm gets mistaken solution or no solution and may print a lot of mistaken information. Therefore the solution without mistaken information given by Algorithm 2 is fiducial and with high accuracy.
Numerical tests
All the numerical tests are completed on a PC. The program is run using MATLAB7.0 under WindowsXP. The order of matrices is from 5 to 35. Our experimental results show that the origin-shifted algorithm, generally, overtops or is comparable to the QR algorithm with respect to accuracy of eigenvalues. It is able to say that Algorithm 2 is fiducial and efficient when the order of general matrix is not over 25.
We will investigate some examples of high-order Hessenberg matrices, where the eigenvalues of each matrix are known. For each example, we find all the eigenvalues using two methods, the origin-shifted algorithm and the MATLAB Function eig(A) (QR method). In result, we suppose that the MATLAB functions cos, sin, log 2 and pow2 are exact. Since the order number of the matrix is too large in the examples, we can only give the maximal error module max{|λ − λ * |} between the computational and exact eigenvalues. And max{|λ − λ * |} = 0 means max{|λ − λ * |} ≤ eps = 2 −52 =2.220446e−16.
Example 1 Let A 1 , A 2 , A 3 be, respectively, the Frobenius form of P 9 , P 10 and P 15 , where Table 1 gives the comparative results on Algorithm 2 and the MATLAB Function eig(A), where three columns give max{|z − z * |}, the corresponding computational root z and CPU time in second, respectively, P o and P m represent the origin-shifted algorithm and the MATLAB Function eig(A) respectively.
It is easy to see that the origin-shifted algorithm overtops or is comparable to the MATLAB Function eig(A) with respect to accuracy of eigenvalues. In particular, the MATLAB Function eig(A) gives a mistaken solution for P 15 .
Example 2 Let H * * n be the following Hessenberg matrix of order n,
We have known that, see [5] , the eigenvalues λ satisfy
To investigate the cases n = 19, n = 22 and n = 25. Table 2 gives the comparative results of the two algorithms, where three columns give max{|λ − λ * |}, the corresponding computational eigenvalue and CPU time in second, respectively, H o and H m represent the origin-shifted algorithm and the MATLAB Function eig(A), respectively. In this example, the MATLAB Function eig(A) overtops the origin-shifted algorithm with respect to accuracy of eigenvalues, although results of the origin-shifted algorithm may be applied. Moreover, the origin-shifted algorithm may print a lot of warning information, for instance, there are three warning messages about instability at medial point of critical interval during the computing process of H * *
.
The CPU time finding eigenvalues used by the origin-shifted algorithm is a little more than by the MATLAB Function eig(A) because of a large collection and treatment of data for mistaken and warning information. Set λ = kz, we have z n − z n−2 − k 1−n = 0. When k = 32 and n > 12, z n − z n−2 ≈ 0. Therefore λ = 0, ±32 should be the MATLAB eigenvalues of A n,32 (n > 12). We investigate the cases n = 15, n = 25 and n = 35. Table 3 gives the comparative results of the two algorithms, where three columns give max{|λ − λ * |}, the corresponding computational eigenvalue and CPU time in second, respectively, A o and A m represent the origin-shifted algorithm and the MATLAB Function eig(A), respectively. The MATLAB Function eig(A) gives mistaken solutions for examples of this kind except λ = ±32. Setting the parameter γ = 4 in (25), the origin-shifted algorithm gives exact solutions. If γ = 4, then the origin-shifted algorithm gives possibly mistaken solutions or no solution; however, it generally prints a lot of mistaken information which can imply how to modify the parameters γ , c 0 , etc.
